Adapter makes it easy
Animal guard quickly installed on overhead lines

With the new Adapter AD ZK 3M 170 the 3M™ bird and small animal guard can be attached safely and easily and quickly to the insulators. You prevent arcs that lead to the death of birds and small animals by electric current. Railway traffic will not be impaired by earth faults and short-circuits.

Saves time and money
Using the adapter makes the mounting easy and simple as no movable ladders or lifting platforms are required. Earth faults and short-circuits are reduced and downtime minimised.

Flexible at height
Mounting a bird protection/deterrent system even at height is easy with the DEHN insulating stick kit up to 36 kV. The extension sticks can also be used with the inspection camera.

Quick and easy mounting from the ground
Simply attach the animal guard to the DEHN adapter on the insulating stick and insert it on the suspension rope or the overhead contact line.

Active animal protection
Animals are safe and not at risk of an arc fault.

Adapter AD ZK 3M 170
Part No. 766 059
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Brings the invisible to light
Wireless inspection camera for systems up to 123 kV

Easy and quick inspections on switchgear installations – even on difficult to access parts

Facilitates work:
The inspection camera makes regular inspections on medium-voltage and low-voltage installations easier. Difficult to access parts can be easily reached with the flexible operating head.

Increases safety:
Photos of the installation are transmitted live from the inspection camera to a smartphone or tablet computer via WLAN. This ensures that the electrician does not have to enter the live working zone.

Brings the invisible to light:
The inspection camera allows the state of the installation to be monitored without great effort. Tools forgotten during maintenance work can be found with the help of photos and films.

Brings light into the dark:
Flexible working at any time, day or night, even in poorly illuminated environment. With the additional optional lighting you are independent of the lighting conditions.

Now with additional optional lighting
LED DIGIK ISO
Part No. 766 395
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